MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AND COMMUNICATION

Decree n° 2014-4151 dated 3 November 2014, creating the strategic board for digital economy and fixing its attributions, composition and its operating methods. (Published only in Arabic and French)

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

By decree n° 2014-4152 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Mohamed Ghanem Ghanem is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4153 dated 30 October 2014.
Madam Chiraz Ghomri spouse Tarchouna is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4154 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Ridha Amara is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4155 dated 30 October 2014.
Madam Aicha Jomli spouse Torki is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4156 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Chérif Ben Mohamed is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

Mister Younes Chaali is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4158 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Noureddine Boukhchime is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4159 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Ammar Maatoug is appointed as a sub-director. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4160 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Yassine Rekik is appointed as a head of department. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4161 dated 30 October 2014.
Mister Gaddour Noueili is appointed as a head of department. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4162 dated 30 October 2014.
The following persons are appointed as chief administrators:
- Walid Zayati,
- Abdallah Bouzidi. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4163 dated 30 October 2014.
The services of Mister Mohamed Dhahbi Kraiem, a head of department, are ended. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

By decree n° 2014-4164 dated 30 October 2014.
The services of Madam Fatma Hleli, a head of department, are ended. (The rest is published only in Arabic and French)

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Order of the Head of the Government dated 3 November 2014, creating a national committee coordination of procedures of prevention and fight against risks linked to new and emergent diseases and its organization. (Published only in Arabic and French)

Order of the Minister of Health and the Minister of Higher Education, Scientific Research, Information Technologies and Communication dated 4 November 2014, opening a competitive examination to recruit hospital-university assistants in pharmacy. (Published only in Arabic and French)